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AdvAnce Line

Double Cover 
the Double Cover is the back wall of the food unit that 
can also be removed and put into the dishwasher for 
absolute hygiene and huge time saving. 

Cross HolDer
the unique Cross Holder fastens 5 fixation points 
with 1 single screw. the juicer can be assembled and 
disassembled in a fraction of the time of any other 
juicer.

sCs up & Down Cutting system
with the up & Down motion of the blade the fruit will 
be cut perfectly. this prevents the tearing of the peel 
and therefore the contamination of the juice with bitter 
substances.

transportsystem (ats/mts)
the ats (automatic-transport-system) and mts 
(manual-transport-system) keep the sieve clean of 
pips and pulp without removing it.

intelligent stop
the acoustic signal sounds, and the machine stops 
automatically when the peel container is full. this 
prevents any „peel-Jam“ of the juicer.

pressing kits
Citrocasa offers the opportunity to equip its machines 
with different pressing kits ( = pressing elements + peel 
ejectors + knife + fruit feeding tube) for small, medium 
and large citrus fruits. 

CapaCity seleCtion 
Citrocasa offers its 8000-line with pressing speed 
capacities of 40, 50 or 60 oranges/minute (from 2.7 
litres up to 4 litres of juice).

stainless steel 
all our machines are completely built up of high-quality 
stainless steel (Class i).

Double cover pressing kits
for small and
large fruits
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safety is our first priority.
the two-Zone-technology is built up of the engine Zone 
and the Food-Zone. the complete distinction of these two 
machine components and the fact that the complete Food 
Zone can be removed and cleaned thoroughly guarantee 
absolute hygienic and operational safety.

[ Food Zone ]
describes all components of the machine, including Dou-
ble Cover (=back wall), that come in contact with the juice 
during operation. the whole Food-Zone can be removed 
from the machine and therefore cleaned thorough and 
according to existing food-standards all over the world.
this guarantees absolute safety of the machine in terms of 
hygiene because no bacteria or germs stay behind.[ engine Zone ]

the component that remains after the whole Food-Zone is 
detached from the machine.

absolute safety
due to our

2-zone-technology
[ engine Zone ]    [ Food Zone ]
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Fastest disassembling and 
highest operational safety

perceptible time saving and 
absolute hygiene

Hygieneoperational
safety

profitability profitability

Fastest possible cleaning.
Citrocasa enables you to clean each and every part 
of the machine that comes in contact with the juice 
in the dishwasher at 95°C. therefore absolutely no 
bacteria or germs remain on the juicer.

simple, easy disassembly.
the unique Cross Holder fastens 5 fixation points with 
1 single screw. the juicer can be assembled and disassem-
bled in a fraction of the time of any other juicer.

time saving time saving
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pressing kits

Citrocasa offers the opportunity to equip its machines 
with different pressing kits ( = pressing elements + peel 
ejectors + knife + fruit feeding tube) for small, medium 
and large citrus fruits (50–90 mm). 

For small and 
large fruits.

Flexibility and comfort

intelligent stop
highest operational safety
and hygiene

Hygiene operational
safety

operational
safety

the acoustic signal sounds, and the machine stops  
automatically when the peel container is full. this  
prevents any ”peel-Jam” of the juicer.
this feature is individually programmable for big and 
small peel containers.

safety is a question 
of intelligence.
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perfect cutting ensures 
ultimate juice purity.

Without sCs up & Down: 
torn

With sCs up & Down: 
neatly cut

juice purity Hygiene profitability

thanks to our sCs up & Down Cutting system, the  
juice produced by the 8000 is always completely pure. 
by cutting the fruit precisely, the sCs system avoids  
tearing the peel and thereby contaminating the juice 
with bitter substances. with 100% success. the end  
product is simply pure fruit goodness.

transport system 
(mts/ats)
time saving, hygiene and highest 
purity of juice

sCs up & Down 
Cutting system
Absolute juice purity

the ats (automatic-transport-system) and mts 
(manual-transport-system) keep the sieve clean of 
pips and pulp without removing it. the 8000 Xb and 
8000 sb aDvanCe come with mts standard, the 
8000 sb-ats with automatic transport system.

hygiene and time 
efficiency.

juice purity Hygiene profitability time saving

MTS Manual-Transport-System

ATS Automatic-Transport-System



so customer friendly 
right next to your other fresh products – that’s where our Citrocasa 
8000 will feel at home. with pressing capacities of 40, 50 or even up 
to 60 oranges per minute, your customer will not have to wait in line 
for a perfectly fresh pressed orange juice anymore. one bottle will 
be filled in only a few seconds. with the additional pressing kits you 
will be able to individually adjust the machine to the size of fruits 
(from 50–90 mm) you want to press in your store. 

thanks to the Cross Holder and Double Cover, you will now mini-
mize the working hours needed by your staff for cleaning the juicer. 
moreover, the machine is able to communicate (through acoustic 
signal and automatic stop) when the peel bucket needs to be emp-
tied due to the integrated intelligent stop. all in all this is a perfect 
solution for you and your customer.

perFect 
For your 
supermArket

series 8000 ApplicAtions

juice purity Hygieneprofitabilitytime saving operational
safety



CitroCasa 8000 Xb AdvAnce

Juice tank for highest 
convenience.

CitroCasa 8000 sb AdvAnce

self-service so easy!

ideal when you have to press high quantity of juice in advance.
the orange juice is pressed into the attached juice tank, with 
capacities of up to 5 litres of juice.

High-capacity stainless steel fruit hopper and rotation plate 
for 21 kg (46.2 lbs)  of oranges

 large digital display with counter for squeezed fruits
 programming quantity of fruits and on/off operation
 ideal for stand-alone-solutions
 sCs up & Down Cutting system

Double Cover system and Cross Holder
 the mts (manual-transport-system) keeps the sieve clean
 intelligent stop when peel container is full

sturdy and reliable, the 8000 sb for self-service.

High-capacity stainless steel fruit hopper and rotation plate 
for 21 kg (46.2 lbs)  of oranges

 machine starts when pressing the tap
 large digital display with counter for squeezed fruits
 ideal for stand-alone-solutions
 sCs up & Down Cutting system

Double Cover system and Cross Holder
 the mts (manual-transport-system) keeps the sieve clean
 intelligent stop when peel container is full.

ideal for highly frequented 
establishments, with fruit 
tank.

combine the highest 
capacity with the finest fruit 
enjoyment.

citrocasa 8000 Xb AdvAnce – technical specifications

Oranges 
per minute Fruit supply Optimal 

fruit size
Measurements  

(H x B x T in cm)
Net weight 
(in kg/lbs) Power Prote-

ction Fuse

40 pcs.
approx. 

2,7 l juice

21 kg
46,2 lbs

Ø 65 – 80 mm
2.56 - 3.1 in

incl. cabinet 
179 x 67,5 x 66

incl. cabinet 
107 kg 0,28 kW ipx1 6,3 A

citrocasa 8000 sb AdvAnce – technical specifications

Oranges 
per minute Fruit supply Optimal 

fruit size
Measurements  

(H x B x T in cm)
Net weight 
(in kg/lbs) Power Prote-

ction Fuse

40 pcs.
approx. 

2,7 l juice

21 kg
46,2 lbs

Ø 65 – 80 mm
2.56 - 3.1 in

incl. cabinet 
179 x 67,5 x 66

incl. cabinet  
109 kg 0,28 kW ipx1 6,3 A



250 ml 330 ml 500 ml 1.000 ml

CitroCasa 8000 sb-ats AdvAnce

ultimate in self-service.
CitroCasa pet bottles:

For a longer shelf-life.

citrocasa series 8000 ats AdvAnce – technical specifications

Oranges 
per minute Fruit supply Optimal 

fruit size
Measurements  

(H x B x T in cm)
Net weight 
(in kg/lbs) Power Prote-

ction Fuse

40 pcs.
approx. 

2,7 l juice

21 kg
46,2 lbs

Ø 65 – 80 mm
2.56 - 3.1 in

incl. cabinet 
179 x 67,5 x 66

incl. cabinet  
110 kg 0,28 kW ipx1 6,3 A

the Citrocasa 8000 sb ats (automatic transport system)  
is setting completely new standards in terms of user-friendly 
operation and automation. the ideal solution for highly 
frequented self-service locations.

High-capacity stainless steel fruit hopper and rotation plate 
for 21 kg (46.2 lbs)  of oranges

 simply pressing the sb-tap automatically triggers the 
 ats system along with the juicing action

 the ats system continuously removes  filtered peel, pips 
and excess pulp from the juicing area

 ideal for stand-alone-solutions
 sCs up & Down Cutting system
 Double Cover system and Cross Holder
 intelligent stop when peel container is full

hygiene and time efficiency 
at the highest convenience.

optimised shelf life for a 
perfect juice experience

Citrocasa pet bottles for optimal 
juice freshness and shelf life 

 optimised bottle opening for drinking and 
enjoying while on the go 

 pressure resistant form with flexible 
bottle bottom  
Dispenser compatible
Highest hygiene thanks to delivery with 
fitted bottle cap
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modular juice island concept for super-
markets, shopping malls, etc.

with the countertop kit you can integrate 
your juicer into your counter, which has 
to be perforated to allow the orange 
peel to fall into a plastic bucket placed 
underneath. 

the crushed ice cabinet is an attractive 
option to display your pre-filled bottles 
and keep them cold.

the stainless steel cabinet makes your 
Citrocasa 8000 into the perfect solution 
when you need mobility and want to 
exploit your juicer’s pressing capacities  
to the fullest.

ideal for self-service and cafeteria-style 
setup. 81.5 cm x 28.5 cm / 32.1 x 11.2 
inches (w x D) 

if you decide to take the Citrocasa 8000 
as a tabletop-model we can provide you 
with a pedestal so you can comfortably 
place glasses and bottles below the tap.

the mts (manual-transport-system) 
keeps the sieve clean of pips and pulp 
without removing it. you can retrofit 
your normal 8000 models.

this additional device can be installed on 
each of our machines on request.

keep your bottles handy with the 
optional bottle dispenser  
(for bottle sizes 0.25, 0.33, 0.5 and 1 liter).

Citrocasa offers the opportunity to equip 
its machines with different pressing kits 
( = pressing elements + peel ejectors + 
knife + fruit feeding tube) for small, medi-
um and large citrus fruits (50–90 mm). 

available as 2- or 3-level design. includes 
safety glass and stainless steel counter-
top.

Crushed ice display cabinetShop in shop concept

Countertop installation kitStainless steel cabinet Tray Slide Pedestal stainless steel

Coin SystemMTS-Retrofitting kit

Glass shelves

Pressing kits

Bottle dispenser + countertop

optional accessories 
for high adaptability.
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